Global Adjusting
and Claims Management

vrs Adjusters has a new Partner in the UK and Ireland:
QuestGates Limited
30th October 2018 – vrs Adjusters announces today the admission of the new partner
QuestGates Limited, a UK leading independent specialist loss adjuster. QuestGates will
represent vrs Adjusters in the UK and Ireland. The company operates from 14 offices
across the UK and is headquartered in Birmingham.
QuestGates has an award winning reputation for innovation and for providing high quality
technical loss adjusting services, predominantly in property, liability, motor, environmental,
subsidence and counter fraud. QuestGates also offers specialist loss adjusting and risk
management advice on an international basis for the entertainment, advertising and motor
sport industries through its subsidiary Hyperion.
“We are proud to welcome our new partner, who allows us to be present in one of the most
strategic Insurance hubs in the world, where a very high number of Global Insurance Programs
are incepted”, states Tancrède Stagnara, President of vrs Adjusters. “Our Organization is
present anywhere in the world and our experts are highly regarded for their experience and
expertise. Welcoming QuestGates in vrs Adjusters is a pleasure and an honour at the same time.
We continue to grow in competence, enthusiasm and passion: it is the keystone to our success”.
“vrs Adjusters members share the same strategic principles as QuestGates – namely an
owner managed structure and focus on specialist claims – and we are therefore delighted to
be joining their global organization as the UK and Ireland representative”, says Chris Hall,
Managing Director of QuestGates.
Over the last 16 years, vrs Adjusters has grown significantly, becoming one of the leading
global loss adjuster and claims management providers to the international corporate and
complex claims market through a wider Global Reach-Local Expertise.
vrs Adjusters is the global organization of loss adjusting companies specialized in corporate
and commercial insurance claims, which operates in more than 140 countries with over 300
offices and 2,500 staff, generating annual revenue in excess of €250M. The multinational
leadership reflects the deep respect for local cultures and the professionalism of the
practitioners enables the organization to provide the highest possible service.

About vrs Adjusters
vrs Adjusters offers loss adjusting and claims management services to global risk management and insurance
markets, with over 300 offices in more than 140 countries. vrs Adjusters’ members are independent claims
service providers with long traditions of excellence in their home territories and leaders in their respective
claims handling markets. Professionals have a deep understanding of their local territories and of the finer
cultural nuances that make all the difference to achieving a well-resolved claim. Highly experienced loss
adjusters and technical staff provide client-focused, local claims services across all lines of the insurance
business, managing hundreds of major global corporate programs and thousands of single territory
corporate programs around the world. Their proficiency and high quality standards enable greater control
of the mitigation process and the ability to minimize the total cost of the loss.
www.vrsadjusters.com

About QuestGates
QuestGates Limited is a leading independent specialist loss adjuster. It has an award winning reputation
for innovation and for providing high quality technical loss adjusting services, predominantly in liability,
property, motor, environmental, subsidence and counter fraud.
QuestGates also offers specialist loss adjusting and risk management advice on an international basis for
the entertainment, advertising and motor sport industries through its subsidiary Hyperion.
The company operates from a national network of 14 offices across the UK, and is headquartered in
Birmingham. QuestGates is also able to provide global services via a network of international partners.
www.questgates.co.uk
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